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Batman versus Everyone 

        Throughout pop culture many heroes have been born. However, it takes a special hero to 

be a superhero. Even though superheroes have been created many times over through various 

mediums, the concept of a superhero originated from the minds of Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster 

with the creation of Superman. Created from the comic book medium, superheroes have gained a 

prominent following, leading to the creations of more superheroes. With this growth, a popular 

topic among conversation and debate is “who would win in a fight?” Many people have their 

favorite superhero that they undoubtedly think would win every fight. Most of these debates 

make ridiculous conjectures, sometimes even creating twenty or thirty different scenarios. With 

the many different abilities that superheroes posses it is almost impossible to tell who would win 

in a single fight. The better question for a debate would be who is the best superhero? Sure 

Superman probably has more super powers than most but the amount of superpowers alone does 

not entail the title of best superhero. Batman on the other hand has no superpowers, yet makes a 

strong case for the best superhero. Does Batman even qualify in this debate considering he has 

no superpowers making him a hero instead of a superhero? In The Merriam-Webster’s dictionary 

“superhero” is defined as “a fictional hero having extraordinary or superhuman powers; also: an 

exceptionally skillful or successful person”. Although Batman has no superhuman powers his 

skill and successful execution of these skills, more than makes up for the lack of superhuman 

powers. Looking at superheroes whether they have superpowers, such as Superman and Spider-



man, or whether they have no superpowers, such as Green Arrow and Ironman, Batman’s skill, 

resourcefulness, arsenal, and character are what make Batman the best superhero ever. 

        Batman’s skill set is unlike any other superhero due in part because he has no 

superpowers. In the film Batman Begins we see Bruce Wayne, Batman’s alter ego, and his 

journey to becoming Batman. In the origin of Batman, Bruce loses his parents to a street thug 

who was mugging them. Bruce, heartbroken over this tragic event, vows to dedicate his life to 

bringing criminals to justice. In Batman Begins, Bruce learns that revenge isn’t the answer, so 

instead he looks to avenge his parent’s death. In the movie Bruce studies what it is like being a 

criminal and learns how a criminal would think. He then takes up an offer by Ra’s Al Ghul to be 

trained physically and mentally. During this journey Batman learns the art of stealth, hand-to-

hand combat, and tactic. Using these elements Batman encompasses the qualities of a proficient 

crime fighter, showing a combination of the tactical genius of s.w.a.t. officers and the strengths 

and combat of the best mixed martial art fighters. This is the reason why Batman is as effective 

as he is in dealing with criminals. Batman’s training sets him apart from other superheroes with 

superpowers because he has the mental and physical determination to be a changing force in his 

city. For example, Spider-man’s training consisted of only testing his physical abilities in 

jumping, climbing, etc. Furthermore, Spider-man’s agility comes from his super powers so he 

didn’t really have to train to achieve this skill. Like Spider-man, Superman also grew into his 

powers, letting it progress naturally rather than training to achieve his skills. Batman also edges 

out the superheroes without powers when it comes to training and skill. For example, Oliver 

Queen or Green Arrow was trapped on an island with criminals so he was forced to learn how to 

fight. Batman’s training is finer because the decision to make himself better was his own. Also 



Batman’s tactical training is far greater than Green Arrow tactics on the island shown in Arrow 

the TV show. 

        Batman’s strategic and analytical mind gives him the edge over everyone. Going into a 

fight or mission Batman always prepares ahead of time, considering not only his own strengths 

and weaknesses but also his opponents’ strengths and weaknesses. Batman analyses everything 

to properly engage threats posed to him and his city. This analytical skill that Batman 

possesses allows him to do the right research and prevail time and time again this creates the 

persona of a fine detective. For example, in The Dark Knight there is a scene where Batman 

cuts a segment of segment from the wall where a bullet hit. Batman then used references by 

trying to produce the same shot, to see how the bullet might have fragmented. By doing this he 

was able to reconstruct the bullet from the crime scene to find a finger print left on the bullet. 

Batman also considers most, if not all, scenarios that might occur on the mission. For example, in 

the Justice League of America comic books the story line of Tower of Babel reveals that Batman 

has created contingency plans to neutralize every member of the Justice League, should they 

“turn or succumb to mind control”. This exhibits Batman’s preparedness and tactics. This also 

proves that he can take down every member of the Justice League. Out of all the superheroes, 

Batman does the most research on enemies, friends, and the mission. The research that he does 

makes him prepared and gives him the information necessary to know what to pack in his utility 

belt from his entire cave of arsenals.  

        Throughout the years Batman has accumulated an abundance of materials that he can use. 

Wayne Enterprises, Bruce’s company that he inherited, gives Bruce Wayne nearly unlimited 

resources to maintain his alter ego of Batman. Being a billionaire Batman can easily obtain the 

best technology to carry out his plans, does research, and create new gadgets to use during 



combat. All of Batman’s gadgets have a particular purpose to carry out different tasks. For 

example, Batman carries smoke pellets for stealth or deception, batarangs for combat, or a 

grappling gun to get to places faster and more easily.  Batman carries or uses specialized 

technology for different missions to get the job done. In Grant Morrison’s The Dark Knight 

Returns, Batman ends up having to face Superman. Thanks to Batman’s specialized suit, Batman 

was able to go toe to toe with Superman. Mixing in Batman’s tactical mind he eventually bested 

Superman. Also another example of Batman’s specialized gadgets in Christopher Nolan’s The 

Dark Knight Batman uses a sonar type technology to find the Joker. This shows the 

specialization, preparation, and tactics that Batman’s gadgets hold. It also shows the 

resourcefulness and versatility in the range of Batman’s gadgets. One of Batman’s most versatile 

items in his arsenal is the Bat mobile that has been an icon in pop culture since its introduction 

and for good reason too. It can be used as a weapon for offense, shelter for defense, for 

transportation, for extraction, for distractions, for stealth or even for intimidation. In the 

documentary Batman Tech the Bat mobile is seen to feature jet engines for high speed or jumps 

and even a stealth mode. Many would argue that Tony Stark or Ironman has the same or even 

greater collection of specialized gadgets. It is true that Ironman’s gadgets rival Batman’s but the 

gadgets aren’t the only thing that make up Batman’s arsenal. Batman also has a supporting cast 

of superheroes that he works closely with.   

Another major addition to Batman’s arsenal is his Bat family. Like normal people 

Batman needs some help too and his team is made up of people he has mentored or inspired such 

as all the Robins, Batgirl, Oracle, Batwoman and Huntress.  These characters add a major boost 

to Batman’s effectiveness in fighting crime. Sure, other superheroes have their own supporting 

cast of superheroes, Superman has Superboy and Supergirl and Green Arrow has Speedy (who 



becomes Red Arrow and Arsenal) but none to the extent of Batman. Although Batman has the 

support of these characters, there is a great risk in their association with him, risks such as 

making Batman’s enemy their own. Batman knows these risks and trains his supporting 

characters the best he can. Crime fighting may not be ideal to solving these characters’ problems 

but Batman sees the potential that these characters have. Like Batman these characters are seen 

with tragic back stories. For example Dick Grayson, the first Robin (and also became 

Nightwing), was orphaned and Jason Todd, the second Robin (and also became Red Hood), was 

living on the streets doing petty crimes. Batman trained them in hope to lead them in the right 

direction. Furthermore, the Bat family is a good contingency in the event of Batman’s death. 

Unlike Superman, Batman’s death is more likely to happen. In fact DC comics had an event 

called “Batman R.I.P.” where Bruce Wayne is assumed to be dead, the Bat Family then decides 

who will dawn Batman’s cowl in another DC comics event called “Battle for the cowl”. Dick 

Grayson ends up earning Batman’s cowl and Batman’s responsibilities. With all of the training, 

preparation, lessons, and experience that Dick had with Batman helped him fill the shoes of 

Batman the Best that he could. With the Bat Family the Batman will live on as a symbol of hope 

for the city and fear for the criminals.  

 One of the most important aspects that a superhero holds is their character. Character 

determines the type of hero a superhero will be. Character dictates the choices that the superhero 

makes and influences how they are perceived by the world. Batman’s qualities build his 

character to be powerful, influential, and inspiring. These characteristics that Batman portrays 

are what set him apart from all the superheroes. True testaments to the character of a superhero 

are the villains that they must face. Unlike most villains of popular superheroes, Batman’s foes 

are more psychologically charged. This tests Batman in a different way than the other heroes. 



For example, Batman’s arch villain, the Joker has no materialistic motive that other villains have. 

The Jokers only motive is to corrupt Batman’s morals. This pushes Batman to struggle with his 

choices. Sure other villains do this as well such as the Green Goblin. The scene in Spider-Man 

starring Tobey Maguire where the Green Goblin forces Spider-Man to choose between saving a 

bus of children and Mary Jane in particular depicts this. However, in the documentary Batman 

Unmasked, it is highlighted that Batman’s villains are often seen as twisted mirror images of the 

Batman. Like Batman, his villains are born of tragedy. But, in the wake of tragedy, Batman’s 

villains take a very different path from the one Batman chose. Because of this Batman knows the 

ugly side of the wrong decisions and he is constantly aware of what he could become if his 

morals are perverted. For example, in The Dark Knight, when Harvey Dent is subjected to 

tragedy in the death of Rachel he is faced with a choice where he can rise above the tragedy and 

do his job as a district attorney to fight crime harder than ever. He unfortunately succumbs to a 

perverse sense of morality where he feels the need to exact his revenge. This parallel between his 

villains is what makes Batman powerful in character. Spider-Man on the other hand is driven by 

teen angst and does not delve as deep to show what would happen when his morals are altered. 

Furthermore, Bruce Wayne choosing to be Batman in the face of all the consequences makes his 

character great. Superheroes such as Superman, Spider-man, and Ironman almost have an easy 

decision to become superheroes because they can hide behind their bullet proof chest or armor or 

rely on abilities like spider sense.   

 Superheroes are constantly tested in their skills, resourcefulness, arsenal, and character. 

Most superheroes depend on one of these but Batman excels in all of these categories by utilizing 

his qualities to his advantage. Batman may not win in every fight but his brilliance is in learning 

from the loss and coming back well prepared to finish the job. So why is Batman the best 



superhero? Not only does he have the skills, resources, arsenal, and character to be a superhero, 

he also has the greatest risk in being one. 
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